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Success Corp,(Headquarters : Tokyo, Japan) today announced the development of its new 
game "Heaven Seeker" and that the product will be exhibited at Tokyo Game Show 2023.

Announcing the production of the new game 

"Heaven Seeker" and its exhibition 

at Tokyo Game Show 2023

※*Acrylic keychains for current distribution are 
in limited quantities and will be discontinued 
once they are gone.

New Original IP "Heaven Seeker" in development!
TGS 2023 will feature a Test Play table and a giveaway campaign!

At Tokyo Game Show 2023, Success will have a "Heaven Seeker" demo booth (booth no. 
07-N08). Visitors will be able to play Heaven Seeker, which is currently in development.
In addition, a test arcade version of the first part of Success' flagship title "Cotton" and the 
latest in the series "Cotton Rock 'n' Roll" will be available for play.

Visitors to the booth will also receive an acrylic keychain featuring a newly drawn 
illustration of Cotton (pictured below right).

We look forward to seeing you at the Success booth during TGS 2023.

Booth Layout Diagram (Perspective Drawing)
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▼SUCCESS TGS 2023 Special Site
https://exhibition.success-corp.co.jp/tgs2023/
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▶︎ Product information for exhibited titles

『HEAVEN SEEKER（ Trial table display and video exhibition ）

This title is a rogue-like shooting game.Set in a fantasy world, the player 
chooses one of several adventurers in search of hidden treasures to begin the 
search and challenge dungeons. The dungeon interior is randomly generated 
each time the player enters, so the player must be flexible. Players can freely 
combine more than 20 customizable items to create their own unique magic and 
explore the dungeon. The goal is to completely conquer the dungeon through 
repeated exploration.

Title HEAVEN SEEKER

Category Twin stick rogue like shooting

Platform Steam

Release Date undecided

Price Price to be determined

copyright ©SUCCESS

Web site https://heavenseeker.success-corp.co.jp/

DEMO URL https://store.steampowered.com/app/2361400/HEAVEN_SEEKER_Prologue/
*The demo will be available on September 21, 2023 (the first day of TGS).

©SUCCESS 
Steam and the Steam logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Valve Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

*The game screen is a work in 
progress.

For inquiries regarding 
this matter, please contact

SUCCESS Corporation Marketing division
Phone +81 3-6432-5239
E-Mail : release@success-corp.co.jp
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